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President’s Report
The BIA entered its fourth year having to do a complete pivot
from the previous three (3) years as changes from the 2018
municipal election forced the BIA team to re-evaluate its short
term and long term strategies and though we had a very
successful 2019, there were many underlying challenges that
dictated major changes to Fleetwood.
We made massive strides towards connecting with our
business members and re-investing back into Fleetwood’s
thriving business community. New marketing campaigns, as
detailed in this report, will provide marketing support for over
150 small businesses, helping them increase their customers
and grow their business.
Despite reducing crime statistics for all of Surrey, safety remained a paramount concern for our
business constituents. Our Fleetwood Safety and Security grant in co-operation with project IRIS
had its first successful applicant and now one business’s investment, protects over 20 other
neighbouring businesses.
With three funded area enhancement projects in 2019 and three more projects in 2020, we are
working to improve business appearance and curb appeal. In partnership with the Fleetwood
Community Association, we hosted our second annual Movie Under the Stars in Francis Park with
over 350 guests. We will continue to make this an annual event for businesses to participate in
and connect with local residents.
Rapid Transit remains a concern for the Fleetwood BIA because regardless of the transit
technology, its construction and the proposed changes to the land use and town centre plan, will
directly impact our property and business owners for years to come and change the face of
Fleetwood as we know it.
We are excited by prospects this year that will secure the mobility needs of Fleetwood residents
and open the doors for other Surrey area residents to our beautiful business community. As
always we reiterate our promise, moving forward to keep our business community and the
general public informed and educated, and to advance their needs as we strive to bring more
business and opportunity to Fleetwood.
Thank you,

Sandeep Gill
President
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Executive Director’s Message
As a newer organization, we spent the first few years
planning for growth along the Fraser Highway corridor with
new rapid transit, commercial and residential development
methodically bringing new residents and economic
opportunity to the area.
In 2019, a new reality was presented to our team. With
condensed timelines for rapid transit infrastructure
construction and new high density development approvals,
Fleetwood will be transformed. We immediately began
working with our key stakeholders to provide the most up-to-date information to our member
businesses, understanding that there will be major short term impacts that every businesses in
Fleetwood will face.
With a strong board of directors led vision, we brought awareness that the Fleetwood BIA was
and is, a leader and voice in the region. Our strong partnerships with key stakeholders like the
Fleetwood Community Association, our seniors groups, and our property owners and business
members led directly to the development of a new, made-in-Fleetwood plan.
This plan included the completion of the Fleetwood 2028 plan, a comprehensive market study,
and a safety and security analysis of three years of data that was corroborated by the RCMP.
With drastic changes coming to Fleetwood we have reached out to TransLink Police and the
RCMP to begin preparing for Fleetwood hosting three (3) stations, including a terminus terminal.
Our new marketing initiatives allowed for more small businesses to gain access to marketing
tools to assist with growing business and our area enhancement programs helped with keeping
areas around Fleetwood garbage and graffiti free.
Our relationships continue to grow and we continue to look at ways to support all our business
members whether its public safety and area enhancement or business marketing.
We have a mandate to support our property / business owners, their employees and their
customers and we will continue to be a resource and a voice for our members.
Cheers!

Dean Barbour
Executive Director
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The Year in Review – The Pivot
The Fleetwood BIA entered 2019, in what clearly became a “pivot” year - where external directives were
going to occur and the BIA would have to adjust its original plans. Internally, we solidified our financial
and administrative systems, while externally, we launched a number of community and economic
development campaigns including Fleetwood Deals and Explore Fleetwood and became more consistent
with our web presence and social media awareness.
As leaders in the community, we continued to build strong relationships with the Fleetwood Community
Association, Seniors Association, RCMP, provincial and federal representatives, City Hall - Council and
Staff, and with the main anchor businesses in Fleetwood. We reached out weekly in person and through
our newsletter to ask members what we could do to assist them, what concerns they had with their
business or the area and also educated them on the different programs that were being developed by the
BIA to support their needs.
We created a Fleetwood First mentality, taking the lead in creating, then re-editing the Fleetwood 2028 to
reflect what was accomplished in 2018 and what is proposed to be happening in the coming years in the
region and the town centre. We actively participated in the Annual Fleetwood Festival, hosted six (6) open
houses to educate businesses and residents about the regional transportation plan and how it will affect
Fraser Highway businesses and residents and hosted Federal Minister’s Bill Blair and Mary Ing.
We solidified our leadership in fighting for public consultation with TransLink and the City of Surrey’s
Planning Department and at all times, our mandate was to ensure that we are acting in the best interest
of our member businesses, property owners and the Fleetwood community.
There are five (5) critical initiatives that we are mandated to invest in. Our main objective is to build trust
and value from the City of Surrey and most importantly, with the levy paying membership and their
businesses tenants. These five (5) initiatives include making investments in;
1. Marketing / Promotions / Events
2. Fleetwood 2028 – Planning for the Future & Market Study (See Separate Documents)
3. Safety & Security
4. Area Enhancement
5. Building Strategic Partnerships
The Fleetwood Business Improvement Association
The Fleetwood Business Improvement Association (FBIA) represents businesses along the Fraser Highway
corridor from 152 Street to 164 Street. It is governed by a local Board of Directors which includes property
owners and business owners and has two (2) staff, an Executive Director and a Marketing and Event
Coordinator.
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It involves local business and property owners, who pay an annual levy, which is re-invested into
initiatives that create a safe, robust, liveable environment for business and their customers and drive and
increase customer activity throughout the Fleetwood Business District.
Currently, the Fleetwood BIA represents about 120 property owners and about 353 businesses
representing retail, food service, health and wellness, personal services, light commercial and auto sales
and service. Fleetwood employs over 5000 people with the largest employer being Fortis BC at 168th and
Fraser Highway, just outside of the BIA catchment area.

Our Mandate is to:
 Connect Fleetwood Businesses with local customers

Create a strong and unique brand for the Fleetwood Business District
 Implement Area Enhancement Programs and Grants
 Deliver Safety and Security Initiatives & FSCC Grants
 Promote & Participate in Community Events
 Advocate for needed public amenities and physical improvements, while providing input on
municipal policies and regulations and proposed development applications in and around the
Fleetwood business district.
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Fleetwood and the BIA
Surrey is the second largest city in BC with a 2016 population of 518,000 residents and has the largest
developable land base in the Lower Mainland. Surrey has six (6) unique and distinct town centres with
Fleetwood being the smallest in population with 66,000.
Considered a bedroom community for decades, Fleetwood has a self-sustained economy with 49% of its
residents working within 30 minutes of their homes. About 15% currently use public transit with most
trips ending in other parts of Surrey, including Surrey Memorial Hospital, City Centre and Guildford.
Less than 14% of Fleetwood residents commute more than 60 minutes to work and those commuters
include trades persons, who travel to locations around the entire Greater Vancouver area, and workers
who commute to well-paying jobs in Burnaby, Vancouver, New Westminster, Richmond and east, up the
Fraser Valley to Abbotsford and Chilliwack.
85% businesses are significantly supported by the local community with most customers living or working
within a 2KM radius of the businesses they shop loyally at in Fleetwood. Fleetwood does not have a true
anchor destination business or big box store like a Costco or Wal-Mart but does have a number of
businesses that do attract customers from around Surrey and in some cases, the region.
Each year we inventory and track all property
owners and member businesses to update their key
contacts as well as track new business openings,
business closures and commercial and retail
vacancies.
In 2019, there were 353 businesses in the BIA
catchment area with 20 businesses just on the
outer perimeter and about 300 home based
businesses in the immediate area totalling over
5000 jobs. Fortis BC’s Operations office is outside
the BIA catchment at Fraser Highway and 168th, and
is Fleetwood’s largest employer with about 800
jobs. See the 2019 Market Study for more details.
There are a number of large organizations in the BIA catchment or just on the outskirts that provide good
paying jobs whose employees come from around the region. They include three (3) non-profits, three (6)
Government funded offices, Surrey Fire Hall #6 and a number of care homes for seniors and peoples with
disabilities or other health issues.
Fleetwood is quite self-sufficient in terms of giving residents access and options to grocery stores,
financial services, quick serve restaurants, health and wellness services and auto sales and repair
businesses.
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In our initial Fleetwood 2028 survey, residents were quite satisfied with the grocery and dining options
but the main concerns were a lack of sit down family or franchised type restaurants (Red Robin, ABC
Country), clothing and shoe retailers and home furnishings, though JYSK and Rona are in Fleetwood but
not in the current BIA catchment.
While we expect there to be new commercial developments, only two (2) properties have opened with
tenants in 2019. The first is a new two storey, commercial complex, north of Fraser Highway on the west
side of 160th, and was completed in late 2018 and host s 14 new businesses. The second is a mixed use,
four storey building with residential and ground level retail, on the east side of 160th just south of Fraser
Highway that is open but has only one tenant and one vacancy.
There were two (2) significant arson fires in 2019 which destroyed Fountain Tire and Speedy Auto Glass
and, Jak’s Beer and Wine Store and Jack’s Public House. All but the Public House are slated to re-build.
In the Fleetwood BIA catchment, Fresh St
Market and the four (4) large branded
auto dealerships (Surrey Honda, Basant
Motors, Applewood KIA and Applewood
Nissan) draw customers from around the
entire region. Auto / truck sales and
repair services are a major part of
Fleetwood’s economy.
The four (4) grocery store chains Safeway, Save on Foods, Terry’s No Frills
and Fresh St Market and RONA employ
over 100 full and part time positions at
each location and rely on customers who
live and work locally but also serve commuters in both the Fraser Highway and 152 Street corridors.
Service businesses make up almost half (49%) of all businesses in Fleetwood and is home to all the main
banking / credit union store fronts and over 60 quick serve (fast food) restaurants and coffee shops,
including all the national brands like Tim Horton’s, Starbucks and McDonalds. Currently, Ricky’s All Day
Restaurant, De Dutch and Boston Pizza are the only branded sit down food service businesses with
Denny’s opening in 2020.
In 2019, nine (9) businesses closed in Fleetwood, including Ambassador Auto Repairs (renovations), Virgin
Mobile and Clancy's Meat. Break Water Marine and Ilta Grain are closed amidst legal challenges. Jack's
Public House and Jak's Beer & Wine Store (April) and Fountain Tire and Speedy Auto Glass (May) were
destroyed in unlinked arson fires. Sixty (60) people lost their jobs.
Fleetwood also hosts a hotel (Comfort Inn & Suites), Community Centre, Surrey Sport & Leisure, two (2)
heritage buildings and eight (8) primary schools and three (3) high schools.
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Heritage Gateway Long House
The BIA and its partners have engaged in dialogue to have Fleetwood host Surrey’s first Heritage Gateway
Long House that would provide a much needed meeting area for all Surrey residents, First Nations and
also be a gathering place and host for events and festivals. The BIA would have a long term office in this
new facility along with its partners as it becomes the community’s economic development office for the
next decade.
Please see the Heritage Gateway Project for more information.
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Marketing / Promotions / Events
Our Fleetwood Deals, campaign was our first customer focused
campaign in 2019. Through online and traditional advertising, we
encouraged Fleetwood residents and business employees to sign
up for a monthly coupon style discount email to drive business to
the local businesses.
The promotion is free for our member businesses to advertise
their deals in this campaign and the FBIA invested in marketing in
the Surrey NOW Leader and online.
The NEW App which launched in March 2019 now has over 40
deals and after a major promotional campaign in September, has close to 500 downloads. We will
continue to use increased investment in localized social media advertising, the Surrey NOW Leader and a
large king size banner in the Fleetwood Recreation Centre to assist these businesses and would like to add
another 25 businesses.
Promoting and marketing our members is a large part of our mandate and we again invested in a
“Discover Fleetwood” two page spread in Tourism Surrey’s “Explore Surrey” Guide. 45,000 guides were
distributed all around the city in hotels, recreation centres, libraries, and businesses and numerous local
events and again dozens of businesses benefited from this free promotion.
The FBIA Board of Directors wanted to create, or at least be the primary driver of at least one annual
signature Event in 2018. Recognizing that it would be extremely difficult for the FBIA to host large scale
events due to a lack of public space the Board agreed to partner with the Fleetwood Community
Association and be a major sponsor of the 21th Annual Fleetwood Festival in September 2019.
Leveraging its participation in the Fleetwood Festival, the Fleetwood BIA hosted its second annual
Summer Movie Night in Francis Park on the same evening as the Festival. Hundreds of guests camped out
under blankets, with complimentary hot chocolate and popcorn as E.T. The Extra Terrestrial was shown in
high definition, on a 30 foot scene. It was truly a great day for the Fleetwood Community and our sponsor
businesses.
In November, we began two (2) campaigns that picked up media
support both locally and provincially. Our Santa4 Seniors
campaign has us partner with Revera Seniors Living to provide
locally purchased gifts to over 110 seniors in the community that
did not have family in the region.
Our Holiday BINGO event engaged over 30 different businesses
in a BINGO game where shopping local and donating food bank
items gave any person a chance to win great prizes.
The Fleetwood BIA was very active hosting six (6) open houses
where we solicited feedback about our Fleetwood 2028 plan,
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shared important information about the New Surrey Langley SkyTrain Project, and participated in
attending public hearings of large scale and mixed use developments in and around the FBIA catchment
area.
Our e-newsletter was used as a tool to educate members about upcoming events, promotional
opportunities and shared important information and helped us promote our Fleetwood 2028 Survey each
month. We also followed up our e-newsletter with a colour printed version that we hand delivered to the
businesses each month.

Safety and Security Strategy
One of the more important mandates for any BIA, is the safety and security of its members businesses,
their employees and their customers. Concerns like snow and graffiti removal, property crime, theft and
loss prevention are all areas where we can be an asset for the membership. More importantly, we were
diligent in engaging the members to ensure they report crimes regardless of significance.
In larger BIAs, with distinct down town cores with social service offices and supportive housing,
homelessness and crime tends to be higher causing a larger portion of these BIA’s budget to be spent in
public awareness, patrols and crime prevention. In some cases it’s as high as 20% to 40% of their annual
budget.
Historically, Fleetwood has been a safe community and the RCMP crime statistics support this statement.
In 2019, the FBIA invested 10% of our annual budget into initiatives that support crime prevention
including partnering with Surrey Crime Prevention who provides patrols, at different times and different
days, around the Fleetwood BIA catchment. Their teams watch, observe and report concerns, do random
speed and distracted driving checks and also do the popular “Lock Out Crime” patrols, where they check
vehicles in parking lots and will “ticket” vehicle owners with leaving valuables in sight or vehicles that
were unlocked. The tickets are symbolic and pose a reminder for people to always be aware.
Throughout 2019, we reviewed the crime / incident stats of the RCMP and Surrey Crime Prevention for
each zone in Fleetwood. Our findings established that over a three (3) year period, crime / incident
statistics were consistent in the same zones proving that specific retail areas were in fact being targeted
more often than others. The top three (3) incidents included shoplifting, theft from vehicle, and break and
enter. Aggressive panhandling was also reported by businesses.
The Fleetwood BIA’s Safety Team patrolled the different zones and spoke to the business owners in the
areas where businesses were most targeted. In all high incident areas, there was a lack of deterrents
including motion sensor lighting, signage, security patrols and the most obvious, security cameras.
In 2018, we created a Security Enhancement Program with a policy that included the first ever Camera
Security System Grant (FCCS) that governs the provision of funding reimbursements towards security
camera additions and upgrades in and on businesses in the Fleetwood BIA catchment. Also included in the
available grant is monitoring, lighting, and signage and all work must be installed by industry experts and
the applicants must register their cameras with the RCMP and Project IRIS. The application and more
details are available at www.fleetwoodbia.com
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As stated, the Fleetwood area is considered a safe community but in the FBIA catchment area there are
nine (9) vacant properties that have had challenges including graffiti and illegal dumping. Every Monday
morning, our team patrols the entire Fleetwood business district and during these patrols, we look at
both public and private properties for garbage, graffiti, unsightly or overgrown properties, illegal dumping
and we then report any issues to our liaison in By-Laws for immediate action.
To have better engagement with members, we have divided the Fleetwood Business District into five (5)
zones and each week, we focus our patrols in a different zone so we can handout important BIA info and
talk to local businesses about their concerns or challenges. All activity is reported and discussed at the
monthly board meeting

Zone 1

•North Fraser Hwy
•West from 88th Ave

Zone 2

•South Fraser Hwy
•West from 88th Ave

Zone 3

Fraser Hwy /156th

Zone 4

•North Fraser Hwy
•East from Venture

Zone 5

•South Fraser Hwy
•East from Venture

Area Enhancement Strategy
Making Fleetwood businesses look inviting and safe was at the core in developing and implementing our
Area Enhancement Strategy. This included promoting the City of Surrey’s Façade Enhancement Program,
working with property owners and business to quickly remove graffiti or garbage and offering grant
money to small business owners for small upgrades outside their businesses like paint, signage and
landscaping.

Surrey Façade Enhancement Program
During these patrols we also identify and make contact with businesses that could benefit from the City of
Surrey’s Façade Enhancement Program. The program can provide grants of up to 30% of the cost of
eligible improvements, to a maximum of $3000 for external enhancements of a business.
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Applicants can apply at any time and are reviewed on an ongoing basis. There are specific design and
reimbursement guidelines so applicants should visit the website at www.surrey.ca/citybeautification to
find out more about the criteria and requirements.

Fleetwood BIA Beautification Project & Grant
The Fleetwood BIA has allocated $25,000, to assist businesses with smaller, external beautification and
landscaping projects. This could include graffiti removal, power washing, flower pots and other
landscaping projects, themed window murals or art, painting of small areas or clearing of overgrown
vegetation.
Each application is reviewed by the board and approved based on overall merit. In 2019, the BIA funded
three (3) projects including a “Love Where Your Live” project with the Mayor of Surrey as our guest.
Members can apply for funds of up to $1000 for products and services that enhance the customer
experience by making customers and staff safe and make the business more appealing for new and
existing customers to visit and buy. The application can be found on the Fleetwood BIA website.

The BIA Clean Team
In June 2019, we approached Milieu Family Services about a pilot program that would have the BIA hire
six (6) of their clients to patrol and clean the two BIA town centre areas at Fraser Highway and 152nd
(Tuesdays and Thursdays) and Fraser Highway and 160th (Mondays and Wednesdays) from July through
September. It was so successful that we expanded the program through October and we hope to expand
the project in 2019 to have it start in April and go through October.
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Building Strategic Partnerships
City of Surrey & TransLink
It is obviously important to have relationships with the City of Surrey and its different departments. The
FBIA has established strong relationships with Economic Development, Area Enhancement, Public Safety,
By-laws, and Planning. TransLink is also an important partner as we wait for the updated plans and budget
for the proposed Skytrain line down Fraser Highway.

Fleetwood Community Association
The Fleetwood Community Association turns 100 in 2023 and has been extremely important in not only
representing Fleetwood but also creating the Fleetwood BIA. The FBIA and FCA met in March 2018 and
with aligned core values, began to partner on initiatives that supported Fleetwood as a whole.

Surrey Board of Trade (SBOT)
As a member of the SBOT, we will continue to attend and participate in events and initiatives as they
relate to Fleetwood and our members.

Surrey Now Leader / PULSE FM & CKNW
As a valuable advocate and leader in Fleetwood, we became the voice of Fleetwood businesses in areas of
economic development, safety / security, area enhancement and transportation. Due to lots of media
exposure, we became the voice of LRT during the 2018 election and have built strong relationships with
reporters and show programmers in all areas of the media.

Surrey RCMP and Surrey Crime Prevention
We will work with the RCMP to grow our FCCS / Project IRIS program and advocate for a Community
Policing Office in Fleetwood. We will continue to invest in Surrey Crime Prevention’s program with
dedicated patrols at different times of the day and week in different area of the FBIA.
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